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FROM OUR CEO
As this extraordinary year draws to a close, we are
seeing no end in sight for the current supercycle.
The boom in growth and activity continues, fueled
by unprecedented technology innovation, a surplus
of cash, and low interest rates. Rising inflation and
the prospect of upcoming interest rate hikes have
not deterred dealmakers. In fact, the deal market
has accelerated since Labor Day with more and more
companies wanting to go to market. The private
equity deal count and value totals for 2021 have
already exceeded the highest-ever full-year numbers.
All of this volume has compounded the bottleneck
of deal closings as the entire deal supply chain—
from lawyers and accountants to consultants and
commercial banks—continues to be backed up.
While we expect that backlog will loosen up a bit by
year-end, we are expecting deal activity to accelerate
even further again in January with a large number of
companies rushing to market. For the past month,
many bankers and advisors—including us—have
been guiding companies to wait until January to
enter the market, to bypass delays and have a better
opportunity to attract buyer attention.

Given the incredible deal activity
right now, time is the enemy. A
transaction needs to move fast, or
a buyer may lose interest and move
onto the next opportunity.

CLOSING THOUGHTS
FOR 2021
•

2021 has been an inflection year with
the Fourth Industrial Revolution taking
flight.

•

The supercycle continues and we
expect deal activity to accelerate again
in January.

•

High prices have heightened buyer
expectations; deals are restructured,
re-traded, or abandoned if a company
misses its numbers by a small margin.

•

Companies looking to sell need to
understand their COVID valuation gap
to avoid surprises.

HIGH PRICES, HIGHER THAN EVER
EXPECTATIONS
We are using the remaining time this year to help
our clients prepare to go to market. Given the
incredible deal activity right now, time is the enemy.
A transaction needs to move fast, or a buyer may
lose interest and move onto the next opportunity.
If a company is not ready to go through a diligence
process, delays occur and introduce a great deal of
risk. To avoid this, we are working with companies to
make sure they are ready.
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This is doubly important as many deals are being
priced to perfection. Buyers are paying high prices
and in turn have higher than ever expectations. If
a company misses their numbers by even a small
margin, deals are being restructured or re-traded,
particularly in the case of private equity (PE) led
deals. We have seen deals with PE firms re-traded
or perish because a company has not met their
numbers—not due to a lack of demand for their
product, but because they cannot deliver it due to
severe supply chain disruptions or labor shortages.
Businesses that manufacture or source their
products overseas are feeling the most negative
impacts from these disruptions. We are hearing
unbelievable stories from companies about their
products sitting on ships for 90-plus days, unable
to reach their facilities. The shipping issues
that started emerging in early summer have not
improved and the frustration of company owners
is palpable. The knock-on effects of the pandemic
are also having a profound impact on companies
considering a sale. Turn to page 4 to read about
how we are working with our clients to dissect
their numbers and identify what we call their
COVID valuation gap, which is shaping buyers’
perceptions of their fair market value and how
deals are being structured.

THE DAWN OF A NEW REVOLUTION
Looking beyond the incredible deal volume
and valuations, this year has been an inflection
point marking the dawn of the Fourth Industrial

How quickly will every retailer have
a direct-to-consumer component,
every manufacturing company
have robotics, and every healthcare
company use AI?
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Revolution. Prior to this year, at Cascadia we
focused a great deal on four-wall retail companies
that have multiple locations and sell a product
there. Our focus has shifted to direct-to-consumer
companies without a physical presence. We
believe robotics, artificial intelligence (AI), and
precision medicine are here to stay and have been
the catalyst for massive, fundamental changes in
business models. It is no longer a question of if or
when these innovations will become a reality but
rather how quickly they will dominate the market.
How quickly will every retailer have a directto-consumer component, every manufacturing
company have robotics, and every healthcare
company use AI? We think one of the reasons
buyers and investors are so active is that they
realize this is a new leg of growth. Something big is
happening and people want a piece of it, driving a
significant amount of deal volume.

As we look ahead to the new year,
we are expecting the supercycle
to endure with the deal market
looking as robust as it was in 2021.

THREE BUSINESS RESOLUTIONS
FOR 2022
As we look ahead to the new year, we are
expecting the supercycle to endure with the deal
market looking as robust as it was in 2021. As
the pace of innovations continues to accelerate,
disrupting virtually every industry, here are three
key resolutions we think companies should be
making to maintain a competitive edge:
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1. Think about your company’s infrastructure
as part of your strategy. We see many middle
market companies investing in sales and
marketing, and in product development. But
we do not see many investing in infrastructure,
including their administrative, legal,
accounting, and finance functions. Given how
fast companies are growing and how quickly
the market is moving these days, if a company
wants to go to market, the infrastructure
aspect of their business—including the people
and processes it has in place—needs to be
buttoned up. This is a must-have for every
business, even those not looking to sell.
2. Ensure your CEO is outwardly focused. In
this environment, the CEO of every business
needs to be actively engaged with the outside
world. They need to be talking to customers,
competitors, peers, suppliers, and employees—
everyone that matters to the business. CEOs
who stay at their desk and are not out there
talking to key constituencies are making a
grave mistake. Keeping a finger on the pulse
of where trends are heading is critical for a
company to adapt. If leadership waits to read
about these changes, it will be too late.
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3. View your company as a human capital
business. Every business—from services to
manufacturing—now needs to think about
itself as human capital focused. The people
element is becoming critical for every business
as we see a war for talent happening across
all sectors. Virtually every business we speak
with says they do not have enough people
or need higher-quality people. This will be
a competitive advantage for those doing it
right. Even manufacturers replacing workers
on the floor with automation still need the
best people to manage that. Going forward,
companies may not need as many people,
but they will need a very different caliber
of employee—ones who are hard to secure
and are paid, managed, and motivated
differently. The future workforce will look very
different than today’s. While adapting will be
challenging for companies, it is a prerequisite
for success.
As we continue living in these historic times, our
entire Cascadia team is committed to helping
entrepreneur- and family-owned businesses fulfill
your aspirations and capitalize on the fundamental
shifts happening across all sectors. We wish you a
safe and restful holiday season and look forward to
helping you thrive in 2022.
Best regards,

Michael Butler
CEO, Cascadia Capital
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IN FOCUS:
COVID-19 AND
THE DEAL MARKET
How is the pandemic affecting the
M&A market and what does it mean for
companies looking to sell?
Business owners today are facing a complex set of
challenges sparked or worsened by the COVID-19
pandemic, from event-driven revenue inflation, supply
chain bottlenecks, and soaring input costs to labor
shortages and wage spikes. While these issues are now
well known and top of mind, many owners who are
considering a sale may not be aware of how they are
functionally impacting the deal market.

The relatively simple dynamics of
the deal market have become very
grey and even complex as multiples
are distorted by pandemic-related
adjustments and hypotheticals.

Before the pandemic, the M&A market operated in
a relatively codified manner. To price a company a
multiple was applied to a financial heuristic—either
revenue or profit in the vast majority of deals. This
multiple was then compared to historical precedents
and helped a seller determine if they were getting fair
market value for their equity, assets, or cash flow. Today,
revenue and profitability are in a state of transitory flux
thanks to COVID-19. As a result, the relatively simple
dynamics of the deal market have become very grey and
even complex as multiples are distorted by pandemicrelated adjustments and hypotheticals.
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Given this shifting backdrop, what steps does your
business need to take if you are considering a sale?
1. Get a firm grasp of how the pandemic has affected
your numbers. First and foremost, if you decide to
pursue a transaction, it is essential to get very clear
on your company’s performance so you can present
a defensible story to the market. Simplistically,
the market prices and values recurring sustainable
financial performance. In many cases, pandemicrelated factors have created a disconnect between
a company’s self-perception of adhering to this
definition and the market’s interpretation. Common
sources of misalignment include:
• COVID revenue bumps. Accelerated demand—from

pandemic buying, capitalizing on the failure of others
in the supply chain, or government stimulus-driven
demand—has translated into actual revenues that
may not endure.
• Price increases. A company’s performance may have

been supported by price increases in 2021 with no
evidence that these higher prices are durable over
time. As the supply of alternative, lower-priced
products increases, consumers will move away from
higher-priced goods. As consumers access to capital
becomes constrained, trading down may not be a
choice, but rather a necessity.
• Swelling backlogs. Companies that did not hit their

numbers in 2021 due to COVID-related factors such
as supply chain disruptions are pushing their targets
forward to 2022. Narratives range from “when the
supply chain normalizes, I will be able to get these
chips and manufacture my product” to “our orders
were not cancelled; the trucks did not pick them up,
but we will get them shipped in the new year.” What is
the true value of a company’s backlog if the slippage of
revenue recognition does not have a clear end date?
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• Pandemic cost savings. Many companies did

not spend on marketing and travel in 2021 while
benefiting from the government’s Paycheck
Protection Program (PPP). The absence of these
expenses inflates earnings, which on a normalized
basis could look very different.
• PPP-related adjustments. Given the non-recurring

nature of PPP loans that show up in “other
income,” is it appropriate to just deduct that
amount to determine normalized earnings? Or
rather, is it appropriate to include the PPP loan
amounts in earnings as the associated “costs”
that the money offset would have otherwise been
eliminated if the PPP loan was not available,
thereby resulting in a similar/identical earning
figure?

Today, a company needs to invest
much more time up front to fully
grasp the effects of the pandemic
and supply chain knock-on effects in
its numbers.
Historically, a company might have taken its numbers
at face value and, without much analysis, presented
them to the market to see how potential buyers would
react. Today, a company needs to invest much more
time up front to fully grasp the effects of the pandemic
and supply chain knock-on effects in its numbers.
This requires rigorous analysis to clearly position a
company’s actual numbers to the market.
2. Mind the COVID valuation gap. At Cascadia, we are
working with businesses to navigate these buyerseller misalignments by identifying what we call
the COVID valuation gap. One of the strategies we
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use is going back in time and valuing the business
pre-pandemic. We look at the value creation that has
occurred year to year, taking pre-COVID historical
trends and projecting them forward. If a company
takes the value creation trend from previous years
and extrapolates it forward to 2021, what does the
application of those multiples to a company’s current
performance reveal? What is the variance between its
implied performance and its actual performance?
After estimating the COVID valuation gap, we
calculate what percentage of that gap a company
can reasonably expect to get credit for. This is what
we call sustainable recurring, which is what the
market uses as the basis for pricing. For example,
investments in automating manual processes will
result in sustainable recurring positive effects on a
company’s performance while a pandemic-related
price increase will not. Being able to identify the
COVID valuation gap, the root causes of that gap,
and practically assessing what credit a company can
rightfully claim is the most accurate measuring stick
for any deal.

Being able to identify the COVID
valuation gap, the root causes of that
gap, and practically assessing what
credit a company can rightfully claim
is the most accurate measuring stick
for any deal.
3. Supply proof of your company’s resilience. In a
fast-changing landscape, buyers are seeking evidence
of a company’s access to talent/human capital and
the durability of its supply chain (non-human capital
inputs). Buyers’ perceptions can also be positively
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shaped by investments in people and processes,
which enable a business to better control its
margins. While re-sourcing your inputs to other
countries and implementing automation are not
overnight endeavors, even taking a meaningful
step towards a refined operational paradigm can
receive some credit.
4. Prepare to assume the risk for future
performance. In a world of heightened uncertainty,
buyers are reluctant to pay for speculative
performance. If they do not have assurance about
a company’s projections, in many cases they
are asking to structure deals using contingent
considerations or earnouts—typically based on the
achievement of technical or financial milestones—to
accommodate the reality of a company’s go-forward
numbers. These structures are much more prevalent
today than they have been historically, meaning
sellers need to assume the risk based on their future
actual performance.
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Contingent consideration and earnout
structures are much more prevalent
today than they have been historically,
meaning sellers need to assume the
risk based on their future actual
performance.
As the pandemic continues to affect all sectors in 2022,
we expect COVID valuation gaps to persist. In this context,
your company’s perception of its financial profile may
differ significantly from the reality of your financial
statements. Before going to market and facing the scrutiny
of potential buyers, it is more important than ever to
ground yourself in that reality, prove the durability of your
numbers, and be ready to stand by actual performance.
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Our team has had the privilege of supporting over 40 clients in M&A and capital raising efforts during 2021. Our goal is to be
a trusted advisor to founders, entrepreneurs, family business owners, and their stakeholders, assisting them to realize their
goals of growing and maximizing the value of the companies they have spent years, a lifetime, or generations building. We
were honored to work with these great companies this year.

Recent Transactions
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MARKET DATA – Q3 2021
The following market data is sourced from PitchBook and reflects middle market activity,
defined as transactions less than $1 billion value.

U.S. M&A ACTIVITY BY QUARTER

Middle market deal volume has continued its record-breaking pace since Q4 2020.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ACTIVITY BY QUARTER

YTD deal count and values are already well beyond historical records for full-year numbers.
Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY VS. OVERALL M&A ACTIVITY

Despite slight tapering in overall M&A activity, PE dealmaking continues to show strength since the slowdown in Q2 2020.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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PORTION OF U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY VS. OVERALL M&A ACTIVITY

The portion of both platform and add-on investments remains relatively unchanged during Q3 ’21 compared to
Q1 ’21 and Q2 ’21.
Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ACTIVITY BY QUARTER

Coming out of the pandemic, add-ons have contributed to a larger share of PE deal activity as firms have focused on
existing investments.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY SUB $1B COMPANY INVENTORY

* As of 10/11/2021

Definite fund lives and a necessity to exit aging portfolio companies will drive M&A activity as PE funds seek to deploy capital.
Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. M&A MEDIAN EV / EBITDA MULTIPLES

Graph data source: PitchBook
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY MEDIAN EV / EBITDA MULTIPLES

Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY CAPITAL OVERHANG

* Returns data through 10/11/2021

Overall U.S. PE assets have continued to grow on a consistent basis year-over-year.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

* Returns data through 10/11/2021

Overall U.S. PE assets have continued to grow on a consistent basis year-over-year.
Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDRAISING

* As of 10/11/2021

Although total capital raised slowed in 2020, YTD 2021 fundraising is strong, and many catalysts driving new capital
commitments are still in place.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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WHY CASCADIA CAPITAL?
Long-term
Trusted Advisors

Serving Family Businesses
and Entrepreneurs

WHO WE ARE

WHO WE SERVE

Deep Industry
Expertise

Customized
Approach

WHAT WE KNOW

WHAT WE DO

OFFICES IN:
Los Angeles | Minneapolis | New York | Seattle

To learn more, contact our Seattle headquarters:
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 436-2500
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